Abstract. We show how real-time schedulability tests and program renement rules can be integrated to create a formal development method of practical use to real-time programmers. A computational model for representing task scheduling is developed within a`timed' re nement calculus. Proven multi-tasking schedulability tests then become available as feasibility checks during system re nement.
Introduction
There has long been a gulf between formal methods for specifying and developing real-time programs and the needs of real-time programmers`in the eld'.
Formal methods for specifying concurrent real-time systems typically make unrealistic simplifying assumptions. In particular,`maximal parallelism' assumes that each task resides on its own processor and is thus never preempted. This is often justi ed by pointing to the ever-decreasing cost of hardware. Embedded systems programmers, on the other hand, constrained by the realities of power, cost and space limitations, try to implement as many tasks on the same processor as possible. Real-time scheduling theory is used to determine whether a given task set can meet its deadlines. Consequently real-time programmers nd that formal speci cation and development methods do not model their true concerns. If formal methods are to become a useful industrial tool for real-time programming this gap must be bridged.
In this paper we take a rst step towards merging these two previously separate streams of activity by representing the computational model used by scheduling theory in a`timed' re nement calculus. This makes already-proven schedulability results available as a basis for formal development of multi-tasking programs with hard real-time deadlines.
Background 2.1 Review of timed re nement
The timed re nement calculus 10, 11] is based on predicate transformer semantics with the speci cation language Z used as a convenient notation for expressing predicates. To make the calculus suitable for expressing parallel, reactive behaviours, it replaces the familiar pre/post-condition model with one based on environmental assumptions and desired e ects.
A speci cation statement +e v: A; E] has three parts. Let e u; : : : ; e y denote mutually disjoint sets of variables. 1. The set of variables e v in the frame denote the observable variables which the speci cation constructs. Variables in e v may appear in E but not A. 2. The assumption A de nes knowledge the speci cation can use about the environment. It is a predicate on a set of variables e u disjoint from e v.
3. The e ect E is a predicate on variables in e u and e v, typically de ning the value of those variables in e v in terms of those in e u.
Predicates are ordered in the underlying semantics by an entailment relation The proviso prevents e ect E from accidently strengthening assumption A when added to the assumptions of the two parallel components 10, p.8].
Laws R1 to R3 are variants of well-known re nement rules. Law R4 allows a speci cation to be partitioned into parallel components where each component can assume properties e ected by its siblings, as long as the properties do not reference the variables to be constructed by the component.
Signi cantly, the parallelism operator k is a`true' concurrency operator. It is not directly suited to modelling the`interleaved' concurrency found in uniprocessor multi-tasking applications.
Review of schedulability testing
Uniprocessor scheduling theory o ers proven schedulability tests for verifying that a system design, with given timing characteristics, can be successfully scheduled under a particular scheduling policy and communication protocol.
To make analysis of complex real-time systems manageable, the theory uses an abstract computational model 1]. In this model a system consists of a set of tasks. Each task i arrives in nitely often, each arrival separated from the last by at least T i time units. A periodic task arrives regularly with a separation of exactly T i time units. A sporadic task arrives irregularly with each arrival separated from its predecessor by at least T i time units. At each arrival, task i issues a nominal invocation request for up to C i units of processor time, its worst-case computation time 1]. (For simplicity the model assumes that only tasks consume time. Scheduling overheads such as context switching and shared resource locking are factored into the worst case computation time for each task.) To complete its workload, task i must have this request for processor time satis ed before some deadline D i expires, measured relative to the arrival time of the task invocation. Usually D i does not exceed T i .
The scheduler places each task making a request in a notional ready queue 8]. It decides which task in the queue is currently running using the priority i of each ready task i and the particular scheduling policy it implements. In staticpriority scheduling there is a xed base priority associated with each task, although a higher e ective (or active) priority may be temporarily allocated to the task at run time. In dynamic-priority scheduling a run-time metric is used to determine priorities during execution. Tasks of higher priority can pre-empt some task i, resulting in a degree of interference I i to the progress of i.
So that communications overheads can be predicted accurately, the model assumes that all inter-task communication occurs through mutually-exclusive access to shared variables. This allows a priori knowledge of the worst-case blocking time B i that task i may experience due to lower-priority tasks having locks on resources that it wishes to access, for a known locking protocol.
In general, schedulability tests can be divided into two classes, both based on analysis of worst-case scenarios. Tests that measure`processor utilisation' check a bound on the total percentage of time that all tasks occupy the processor. For instance, the following test applies to a set of tasks under the earliest deadline rst scheduling policy, using the stack resource locking protocol. Earliest deadline rst scheduling is a dynamic-priority scheduling policy in which the task with the earliest absolute deadline from the current moment has the highest priority. The stack resource protocol 2] guarantees that task invocations begin executing only when all resources they may wish to access are free, and that each task invocation is blocked by a lower-priority task at most once.
Under these conditions a set of tasks 1: :n, ordered by increasing size of their deadlines, is schedulable if 2] (1)
The test checks, for each task i, that the processor utilisation by that task, plus that by higher-priority tasks that may pre-empt i, plus that by lowerpriority tasks that may block i, is less than 100%. The rst term is the processor utilisation by all tasks j of priority equal or higher than i. The second term is the degree of blocking that may be experienced. Under the stack resource protocol B i is the execution time of the longest critical section executed by some task of lower priority than i.
Test 1 is a useful feasibility test in general; earliest deadline rst scheduling is`optimal' in the sense that if a task set is schedulable by any policy then it is schedulable by earliest deadline rst.
The second class of tests works by precisely characterising system`response times'. The worst case response time R i for an invocation of task i de nes how long it may take the task to complete its computation, measured from its arrival time. For instance, the following test applies to any assignment of base priorities to tasks 1], under a static-priority scheduling policy and using the ceiling locking protocol. A static-priority scheduler is one which makes the running task the one in the ready queue with the highest e ective priority (favouring the currently running task in the case of ties to avoid unnecessary context switching). The ceiling locking protocol 8] is a special case of the stack resource protocol in which (a) each shared variable has an associated`ceiling' value as great as the highest base priority of any task that may access it, and (b) each task that locks a variable has its e ective priority set to that variable's ceiling value.
Under these circumstances, a set of n tasks, with a static assignment of unique base priorities, is schedulable if 1] Here hp(i) is the set of tasks with higher base priorities than task i. The interference term I i determines how much pre-emption task i will experience during the interval of time de ned by R i due to higher-priority tasks j . For each task j this is its execution time C j multiplied by the number of arrivals dR i =T 
A real-time multi-tasking re nement model
Our aim is to represent the computational model used by scheduling theory (Section 2.2) in the timed re nement calculus (Section 2.1) in such a way that proven schedulability results bene t the re nement process. To do this re nements must introduce those computational entities of interest in scheduling theory, namely tasks, protected shared variables and the scheduler itself, in order to capture the behaviour of a multi-tasking system. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . Boxes denote parallel speci cation components and arcs the ow of information, via the named variables. A top-level specication, de ning values of output variables in terms of inputs, is re ned to a description known to map to the scheduling behaviour of our target programming language.
The development procedure from top-level speci cation to multi-tasking system can be described in the following ten steps. A detailed example illustrating each step is given in the next section.
1. Requirements speci cation. This de nes the functional requirement and its absolute time constraints, expressing the`e ect' variables g out in terms of the`assumption' variables e in. 10 . Map to target programming language. The speci cation should now be in a form known to correspond to a program template in a trusted subset of the target programming language. As with any development procedure, the exact steps required vary with each application. Not all of the above steps are needed in every case and the order in which the steps are applied may di er. The precise form of the components constructed also varies depending of the target scheduling policy and locking protocol.
For instance, in the example below we target an Ada 95 implementation. Ada 95 supports static-priority scheduling and ceiling priority locking, a combination which is easy to implement. Consequently the Scheduler description merely needs to form an imaginary ready queue from the ready i indicators and use this to set the value of running accordingly. Each Protected j de nition is merely a`merge' function that, when an update ij value appears, sets the value of shared j to be this new value. However, to allow such simple de nitions, each Task i speci cation must be suitably well-behaved. The ready i indicator must always carry the e ective priority at which Task i wishes to run, and i may make computational progress only when running indicates that it is executing. Furthermore, Task i may produce an update ij value, or examine the value of shared j , only when it knows that it is the currently running task, and that its ready i priority is at least as great as the ceiling value for that shared object.
Other target implementations can be handled by our framework, however. For instance, earliest deadline rst scheduling could be treated by including the (absolute) deadline of each Task i invocation in its ready i request. The Scheduler 7 de nition can then use these deadlines to determine which task to make running.
Example
We consider a version of the`mine shaft' example that has proven to be a popular test-bed for real-time development methods 4]. The system aims to keep the level of ground water seeping into a mine shaft below a certain height as long as atmospheric conditions in the shaft are safe for operating electrical equipment.
Requirements speci cation
Firstly we introduce a discrete absolute time domain A and a type for durations D of time:
Input to the system consists of readings provided by two sensors. A water level sensor continuously provides depth readings. The system will attempt to keep this reading below a certain mark. H 2 Omark : Z A methane sensor generates`true' whenever the methane level in the mine becomes unsafe and`false' whenever it falls back to a safe level again. The known rate of change of methane gas, and the callibration of the sensing equipment, guarantees that such values are generated no closer together than a xed separation. At start-up time 0 some initial value is generated. Our goal is to pump the water out of the shaft whenever it becomes too deep. However the pump may run only when methane levels are low, for fear of causing an explosion. Also an alarm bell must ring while methane levels are dangerously high. The pump and alarm actuators are controlled by two variables, The system is allowed to take a certain amount of time to react to environmental changes. Since the pump controller will now use ringing to determine if methane levels are high, and it takes some time to update ringing whenever methane levels change, we need to shorten the available time to update the output variables in order to ensure that pumping is still always set correctly within react The actual computation time required upon each arrival is not yet known (and, indeed, will not be known until the nal object code is generated!). At most, therefore, we can say only that at each arrival the notional invocation request will not exceed the worst case execution time. Our overall constraint on the processor is that, for each invocation request, it gives the application tasks as many units of run time as they need. 
Here the scheduling model we are constructing rst begins to bene t us. How can we be sure that the property of running speci ed in Processor is feasible? It is not obvious by inspection, especially in more complex examples. If it is infeasible then the above re nement step makes the e ect`false', i.e., we have re ned to`magic', and any further development e ort would be wasted.
We require a feasibility test to guarantee that this is not the case. (We have not yet introduced enough detail in the re nement to determine task blocking overheads, so these gures are omitted.) Of course, this tells us only that a scheduler exists that will satisfy the requirement, not that the particular scheduling policy we will ultimately employ can do so.
Introduce ready indicators
E ective priorities E for tasks can be represented by natural numbers, with higher values denoting higher priorities,
The lowest`normal' priority is 1; we use 0 to indicate that a task is not ready.
In this example there are base priorities s and p for each of the two tasks, and a ceiling priority c for when they access the shared variable. It is considered more critical to note changes in methane than water levels, so s is higher than p . Whenever a task is ready to run, its ready indicator records this with a value denoting the e ective priority at which the task wishes to execute. The periodic task may run at its own base priority p , or the higher ceiling priority c while it is accessing shared variable ringing:
Ready p b = ready p : A ! E jranready p = f0; p ; c g ] :
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Our simple sporadic task does nothing but update the shared variable, so it always runs at the ceiling priority c , and s is not needed in this case: 
Introduce protected objects
In this example we do not need to add any update channels, since Periodic does not attempt to write to ringing. Also, the Sporadic speci cation serves as both a sporadic requirement and custodian of the shared variable so a distinct Protected speci cation is unnecessary.
The task designs are completed by de ning how access to the shared variable is controlled through manipulation of e ective priorities. In doing so we further contrain the task de nitions so that they always complete their work before some worst case response time, no greater than their deadlines. Time r is the (absolute) time at which a particular task invocation completes its work, de ned to be the earliest time at which it has received invreq s (a) units of processor time (see schema Processor above). The task is`ready' from time a until r. After this it will not request any more processor time until the next arrival.
The periodic task, on the other hand, must access the shared variable`created' by the above schema. In doing so it may block task s if a CH 4 The new subscripts and arguments to deep, quiet, etc., re ect the more precise times at which these properties are tested. 
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Function highpri returns the highest priority ready task at time t:
idle; ready p (t) = ready s (t) = 0 There are no tasks of higher priority than s to pre-empt it, and the only lowerpriority task that can block it is p, which can do so at most once. Hence the sporadic requirement will always meet its deadline of 15 time units from arrival.
To test the periodic requirement we note that no lower-priority tasks exist to block p, so`B p ' is zero. But p can be pre-empted by s, so interference must be considered and
This recursive equation converges as follows: C s = 10 + 16 100 6 = 16 : Hence R p is less than the deadline of 20 and we can conclude that the system is indeed schedulable! Intuitively this value is reasonable because, given the longer interarrival time of the sporadic task compared to the periodic one, s can preempt p at most once at any arrival of p.
Separate tasks, shared objects and scheduler
The task requirements and the scheduler can now be separated, for later individual re nement, by straightforward application of the re nement rules. Firstly the scheduler is separated from the tasks. 
In both components the e ect is strengthened to eliminate the`non-constructed' variables. The assumption for the sporadic requirement was weakened to remove Water, Sporadic2 and Periodic2, and that of the periodic task to remove Methane and Periodic2. Sporadic2 remains as an assumption for the periodic task due to the role of ringing as a shared variable in this example. Both tasks retain assumption Processor so that they know they will receive as much processor time as needed.
Implementation
Our ultimate aim is to apply the above method to development of Ada 95 programs. This is feasible because the Ada 95 language design accounts for recent advances in schedulability theory 8]. Input and output variables H2O, ringing and pumping are mapped to hardware-speci c memory locations which are assumed to be continuously accessable by the environment. The hardware-speci c interrupt handlers attached to the CH4high and CH4low procedures implement the CH 4 input.
Although not shown above, this program is still considered to be accompanied by the calculated timing constraints on each component. These must be retained until formally discharged. Real-time development is not considered complete until it has been shown, either experimentally or through further proof, that a call to function danger takes no more than B s time units, that procedures CH4high and CH4low execute in under C s time units, and that each iteration of ControlPump takes less than C p time units (including context switching and interrupt handling overheads!).
We have not discussed in this paper how such computation times are determined, or how sequential code segments are generated. However, re nement rules that achieve both aims have already appeared 6], and extend the methodology above to do this.
used by pre-emptive scheduling theory in a real-time re nement calculus. The re nement calculus then gained from proven schedulability results.
This work is part of the Quartz project, investigating formal methods for the development of hard real-time software. A number of major projects have goals similar to Quartz, especially the safemos 3], ProCoS A A note on causality The parallelism operator introduced by rule R4 in Section 2.1 enjoys good compositional behaviour with respect to re nement only if the speci cation obeys \causality" 10]. This denotes a sub-class of speci cations in which the value of each variable at any moment in time is de ned only in terms of past values of other variables.
Our speci cations above have not obeyed this constraint. Given our desire to be faithful to the scheduling theory abstraction, which treats scheduling activities as instantaneous, we have allowed, for instance, the Scheduler schema to de ne running at time t in terms of the ready variables at the same time t.
Nevertheless, care has been taken in the speci cations to adhere to a slight modi cation of the causality de nition. Where updates occur at the`same' time no`cycles' are required by the de nitions. For instance, given the above Scheduler de nition, we must not constrain the speci cation so that the ready i variables at time t are de ned using the value of running at time t. As long as this is never the case then it is always possible to map the traces onto a ner time domain in which the original de nition of causality above is respected.
With reference to Figure 1 , data ow through our system can be expressed using the following sequence of updates at each time t.
